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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the design optimization of a RF-

MEMS direct contact cantilever switch for minimum actuation 
voltage and opening time, and maximum power handling 
capability. The design variables are the length and thickness of 
the entire cantilever, the widths of the sections of the cantilever, 
and the dimple size. The actuation voltage is obtained using a 
3D structural-electrostatic FEM model, and the opening time is 
obtained using the same FEM model and the experimental 
model of adhesion at the contact surfaces developed in our 
previous work. Since the precise control of the contact 
resistance during the micro machining process is practically 
impossible, the power handling capability is estimated as the 
ratio of the RMS power of the RF current (“signal”) passing 
through the switch to the contact temperature (“noise”) 
resulting from the possible range of the contact resistance. The 
resulting robust optimization problem is solved using a 
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm, to obtain design 
alternatives exhibiting different trade-offs among the three 
objectives. The results show that there exists substantial room 
for improved designs of RF MEMS direct-contact switches. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of surface micromachining techniques to 
the conventional microwave integrated circuit processing 
enabled a new class of radio-frequency switches, RF MEMS 
(Radio Frequency Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System) direct-
contact switches. RF-MEMS direct contact switches possess 
superior characteristics such as wide band, ultra-low loss, high 

linearity, and negligible power consumption [1].  Typically, less 
than 0.1 dB loss from DC to 100 GHz with power consumption 
on the order of micro-watts is obtained by using high 
conductivity metallic materials [2], [3]. Such wide band low-
loss switches can be used in radar and communications 
antennas [4]-[6], and tunable filters [7]-[9].  

However, they also suffer from several unfavorable 
drawbacks including high actuation voltage, low power 
handling capability, and long opening time [10]. The actuation 
voltage is the DC voltage applied to pull the switch body down 
to an operational contact state. It is highly related to the 
geometry and structural properties of the switch body that 
influence its stiffness. The power handling capability is the 
maximum allowable RF power that can pass through the switch 
body without changing the operational contact resistance. It is 
highly related to the temperature of the contact surfaces. For 
switches made of sputtered gold, the temperature should be 
maintained between 60 and 80˚C, since the lower temperature 
causes the unbounded increase in the contact resistance [11] 
and the higher temperature causes the melting and welding of 
the contact surfaces. The opening time is the time between the 
turning off of the actuation voltage and the physical separation 
of the two contact surfaces. It is highly related to the size of the 
contact dimple that influences the adhesion force between the 
contact surfaces. 

This paper presents the design optimization of a RF-
MEMS direct contact cantilever switch (Figure 1) for minimum 
actuation voltage and opening time, and maximum power 
handling capability. The design variables are the length and 
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thickness of the entire cantilever, the widths of the sections of 
the cantilever, and the dimple size. The objectives are the 
actuation voltage, the switch opening time, and the power 
handling capability. FEM combined with an experimental 
model of adhesion at the contact surfaces [12] are used to 
evaluate these objectives. Due to the difficulty in precisely 
controlling contact resistance during the micro machining 
process, the power handling capability is estimated using the 
signal-to-noise ratio model [13],[14], where the signal is the 
ratio of the RMS power of the RF current passing through the 
switch and the noise is the contact temperature resulting from 
the possible range of the contact resistance. The resulting 
robust optimization problem is solved using a Strength Pareto 
Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [15],[16], in order to obtain 
Pareto-optimal design alternatives exhibiting different trade-
offs among the three objectives. 

 
Figure 1: RF MEMS direct contact cantilever switch 

RELATED WORK 

Characterization and modeling of RF-MEMS switches 
A number of researchers have studied the performance of 

RF MEMS switches and pointed out some unfavorable 
drawbacks. Chan et al [17] and Goldsmith et al. [18] indicated 
that a high actuation voltage may lead to a shorter lifetime for 
direct contact and capacitive MEMS switches. Schauwecker et 
al. [19], and Rebeiz and Muldavin [20] point out that that the 
power handling capability should be lower than 100 mW 
whereas most wireless applications require 1~2 W. 

Electromagnetic modeling of RF MEMS switches is a 
challenging task due to the tiny electrical dimensions and the 
switch motion during the operation [21]. Few papers suggest 
solutions to these challenges, such as Finite Difference Time 
Domain (FDTD) [22] and Moment Method [1], [23]. Wang et 
al. [21] developed an extended finite-element boundary-
integral (EFE-BI) method by applying a conventional FE-BI 
[23] on the substrate and a BI for the switch beam. Chow et al. 
[24] used air-suspended transmission lines to experimentally 
validate this full-wave EM model [21] integrated with a 
thermal model. They also developed a closed-form thermal 
model capturing the skin effect. This latter model saves 
computational time, and demonstrates very reasonable 
accuracy; therefore, it is adopted in the present study. 

Contact modeling for RF-MEMS switches 
Understanding the thermal and mechanical behavior of 

contact surfaces during the switch operation is a key for 
improving performance, reliability, and power handling 
capability of the RF MEMS direct contact switches. 
Greenwood and Williamson developed a classical model of 
contact heating in 1958 based on the assumption that 
equipotential surfaces are coincident with the isotherms in the 
contact [25]. In our previous work, Jensen et al. [12] extended 
the model and further demonstrated the control of the contact 
resistance by a softening temperature. When the contact 
temperature exceeds the contact material softening temperature 
the contact resistance drops drastically and remains low. 

Switch opening time reduces with contact adhesion.  Most 
of the existing models and experiments in MEMS adhesion are 
concerned with steady-state behavior. Jensen et al. developed a 
kinetic model of switch opening time based on bond 
dissociation [11], which is adopted in the present study.  

Optimization of RF-MEMS switch 
Ducarouge et al. [26] developed a design method for 

fixed-fixed RF-MEMS switches. The method optimized the 
beam geometry by varying only 3 width variables. Miao et al. 
[27] controlled the performance of a capacitive fixed-fixed RF-
MEMS switch by changing the geometry at both ends of the 
beam to have smaller width, thus reduce the switch stiffness. 
On the other hand, Huang et al. [28] divided the beam into 
several sections, each with a different width and length defined 
for each to have more control on the switch performance. 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was used to simulate the full 
wave electromagnetic model but in less time [29]. The input 
variables were the beam length and width, while the insertion 
and return loss were the output variables. 

None of the above models dealt with cantilever RF-MEMS 
switches even though they have better structural properties and 
are less prone to buckling. In addition, these models only 
handled one or two of the common RF-MEMS switch 
drawbacks. Finally, they considered only few design variables.  

Robust design optimization 
Taguchi [13] defined robustness as the insensitivities of 

the system performance to the parameters that are 
uncontrollable by the designer. Since any systems operating in 
the real world are under influence of the operating environment 
that are beyond the full control of the designer, it is widely 
accepted as a criterion for improving and optimizing products 
and systems.  Robust design optimization incorporates this 
concept of robustness into design optimization and aims at 
achieving the designs that optimize given performance 
measures as well as minimizing the sensitivities against 
uncontrollable parameters using different approaches, such as 
the signal to noise ratio [30]-[32].  

Since contact resistance, a key system parameter affecting 
power handling of RF MEMS switches, is virtually impossible 
to be precisely controlled during the micro machining process, 

beam 

actuation pad 

dimple 

contact pad 
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the present study adopts robust design optimization, where the 
contact resistance is regarded as an uncontrollable parameter. 

ROBUST OPTIMIZATION OF RF MEMS SWITCHES 

Overview 
The robust optimization problem of RF MEMS direct 

contact cantilever switches studied in this paper is summarized 
as follows: 
 

• Given: switch material properties (mechanical, electrical 
and thermal including), parametric geometry of cantilever 
beam and contact dimple, height of contact dimple, gap 
length between switch beam and substrate, and possible 
range of contact resistance 

• Find: dimensions of beam and dimples, and RF current 
• Subject to: realization of a feasible contact temperature 

regardless variation in contact resistance 
• Minimizing: actuation voltage, switch opening time  
• Maximizing: power handling capability of switch 
 

 
Figure 2: Inputs and outputs of models  

 

The optimization problem is solved using a Strength Pareto 
Evolutionary Algorithm to obtain Pareto-optimal design 
alternatives exhibiting different trade-offs among the three 
objectives: the actuation voltage, the switch opening time, and 
the power handling capability.  

Figure 2 shows the input-output relationship of the 
mathematical models to compute the three objectives. The 
actuation voltage (Vpull-in) is obtained using a 3D structural-
electrostatic FE model of beam pull-in, based on the beam 
geometry. The switch opening time (topen) is obtained using the 
experimental model of adhesion at the contact surfaces 
developed in our previous work [11], based on the dimple size, 
and possible range of contact resistance, and the restoring force 
(Frestore) of the beam at down state without the actuation 
voltage. The power handling capability is obtained using an 
analytical model of the contact temperature integrated with a 
2D thermal FE model of the entire beam. It is estimated as the 
ratio of the RMS power of the RF current passing through the 

switch (“signal”) to the contact temperature (“noise”) resulting 
from the possible range of the contact resistance, based on 
beam geometry, dimple size, input RF current to the switch, 
and the possible range of contact resistance.  

Structural/electrostatic model  
Figure 3 shows a cross section of a cantilever switch along 

its length (x-axis). When actuation voltage is applied to the 
actuation pad, electrostatic field at the gap between the beam 
and the pad creates a downward electrostatic force q(x) along 
the beam length, which in turn causes the vertical displacement 
of beam w(x). For given actuation voltage V, electrostatic force 
q(x) can be approximated by a micro-strip line model similar to 
a capacitive model as shown in equations (1)-(5) [33]:  
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where b is the beam width, t is the beam thickness, gt is the 
total initial gap, be is the effective beam width, F1 is a 
numerical parameter with no physical significance, μ0 is the 
permeability of free space (=4πx10-7 H/m), ε0 is the 
permittivity of free space (=8.85x10-12 F/m), Zc is the 
characteristic impedance of the equivalent microstrip line, and 
Δw = 1 nm.  

 
Figure 3: Cross section along the length switch showing 

the structural model 
 

The minimum voltage that can put the switch in this state 
is called the actuation voltage (Vpull-in). In this case the switch is 
barely touching the contact pad, which makes the reaction force 
to the dimple equal to zero. It is obvious, as a result, that the 
reaction force at the dimple is proportional (though not linearly 
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proportional) to the applied voltage. If the applied voltage is 
too small, the reaction force is negative, meaning that extra 
force is needed at the dimple to pull the switch to the 
operational state. Similarly, when the applied voltage is high 
enough, the reaction force is positive, meaning that the switch 
is applying force on the contact pad.  

Based on this reasoning, the actuation voltage that gives 
zero reaction force to the dimple is iteratively as follows. 
 

1. Apply the initial (artificial) displacement at the beam, such 
that the dimple touches the contact pad. Set actuation 
voltage V = V0 (initial guess).  

2. Calculate vertical displacement w(x) using the structural 
model 

3. Calculate electrostatic force q(x) for w(x) and V using the 
electrostatic model.  

4. If reaction force at the dimple Freact < 0, increase V. If Freact 
> 0, decrease V.  Otherwise return V.  

5. Go to 2.  
 

In our implementation, a combination of bisection, secant, and 
inverse quadratic interpolation methods [34], [35] is used to 
find the next iterate of V at step 4. 

In addition to Vpull-in, the restoring force (Frestore) necessary 
for the switch opening time can be obtained by calculating Freact 
with zero actuation voltage.  

Table 1 shows a comparison of our method with the 
commercial code CoventorWare for the reaction force (Fr) at 
the fixed support and at the dimple (contact force, Fc) with 
different applied voltages (for a switch with L= 200 µm, W=20 
µm, t=2 µm, g=2 µm, Lpad =160 µm, material gold with E=78 
GPa, ν=0.44). The results agree quite well. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of our model with CoventorWare (CW) 

 

Applied Voltage (V) 4 8 10 12 16 20 24 
CW 0.073 0.320 0.794 0.983 1.463 2.135 3.083

Fr (µN) 
Our model  0.072 0.313 0.794 0.976 1.438 2.075 2.985

CW N/A N/A N/A 0.084 0.506 1.097 1.960Fc (µN) 
 Our model  N/A N/A N/A1 0.085 0.505 1.098 1.949

Contact adhesion model  
Assuming gold as contact material, modeling of contact 

opening time uses chemical kinetics to derive a differential 
equation for the number of gold-gold bonds in the contact area 
[11]: 

2 22
2 02

1 2 2
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where, N2 is the number of gold-gold bonds, ti is time, k02 is the 
bond dissociation rate constant, K2 is the gold bond stiffness, 
Frestore is the restoring force acting to open the contact, x2 is a 
numerical parameter roughly equivalent to the distance a gold-
                                                           

1 The applied voltage less than the pull-in voltage 

gold bond can stretch before breaking, kB is the Boltmann 
constant, T is the temperature, φ1 is a numerical parameter 
describing the density and stiffness of any bonds other than 
gold-gold bonds in the contact area, and Aa is the apparent 
contact area, typically the area of the contact dimple in a 
switch. Switch opening time topen is time at which all gold-gold 
bonds dissociate between the contact surfaces, i.e., N2 = 0. 

Equation (6) is solved numerically using the initial 
condition 
 

0

2
2 2 ( )N aρ π=     (7) 

 

where ρ2 is the area density of gold-gold bonds and a is the 
radius of the real contact spot, or the spot where real gold-gold 
contact takes place. The theoretical contact resistance value is 
related to a by [36]:  
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where Rc is the contact resistance, ρe is the electrical resistivity 
in the metal (assumed to be the same for both contact surfaces), 
and λ is the mean free path of an electron. In reality, the contact 
resistance is not deterministic, due to manufacturing 
inaccuracies. 

The solution of (6) depends on restoring force Frestore 
obtained by the beam pull-in model, the apparent contact area 
Aa calculated with the dimple dimensions, and the contact 
resistance Rc which is taken as the median (1.5 Ω) of its 
possible range (1.3-1.7 Ω). Other parameters values are 
available through either measurements or in the literature [21]. 
However, the three parameters, k02, x2, and φ1, were found by 
fitting the model predictions to experimental data [11]. The 
values of all the parameters used in this paper are summarized 
in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Values of parameters used in modeling contact 
opening time [11] 

 

Parameter Value Unit 
k02 3.52x10-3 ms-1 
x2 0.021 Nm 
φ1 12,320 μN/μm3 
K2 12 N/m 
ρ2 12x106 Bonds/μm2 
λ 38 Nm 
ρe 3.6x10-6 Ω-m 

Contact temperature model  
When RF current passes through the switch, Joule heating 

causes temperature rise, especially at the contact surfaces, 
where the electric resistance is higher than the one of the 
switch body. This localized temperature rise at the contact 
surfaces is the major limiting factor of the power handling 
capability of RF-MEMS switches. For switches made of 
sputtered gold, the temperature should be maintained between 
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60 and 80˚, since the lower temperature causes the unbounded 
increase in the contact resistance [12] and the higher 
temperature causes the melting and welding of the contact 
surfaces.  

Current flow in the switch causes Joule heating according 
to the heat transfer equation:  
 

2 2
dT P Jκ ρ− ∇ = =            (9) 

 

where κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, Pd is 
the dissipated electrical power, J is the current density induced 
by the input RF power, and ρ is the electrical resistivity of the 
material. The temperature varies negligibly across the thickness 
of the beam compared with the beam length and width, so that 
2-D finite element modeling is used. Since the electrical signal 
period (1/radio frequency) is sufficiently smaller than the 
thermal response time so that the electrical dissipation appears 
constant for heat transfer, the root mean square (rms) value of 
the current density can be used for J.  

The additional heat generated at the contact due to the 
contact resistance Rc is simply added to the heat generation of 
the finite elements on the contact surfaces. This heat is 
approximated as I0

2Rc/2, where I0 is the rms RF current. Since 
the power handling capability is directly proportional to I0

2, one 
can simply maximize I0 to maximize the RF power input that a 
switch can handle. Accordingly, rms RF current I0 is regarded 
as one of the design variables, and its power, not the RF power 
input, is regarded as one of the design objectives to be 
maximized, as detailed in the following section. 

The thermal conduction under the switch body through the 
air in the gap, gc, between the switch body and the substrate is 
modeled using a thermal resistance, Rth1, placed between each 
beam element and the gold contact pad on a silicon substrate, 
and is assumed to remain at ambient temperature.  The thermal 
resistance is given as 

1 κ
= c

th
a

g
R

A
   (10) 

 

The thermal contact resistance under the contact dimple 
accounts for thermal conduction through the air surrounding 
the metal contact spots on the contact dimples, Equation (10), 
and through metal contact spots: 
 

2 ρκ
= c

th
m

R
R .   (11) 

 

where Rc is the contact resistance; κa and κm are the air and 
metal thermal conductivity respectively. 

The local asperity temperature is expected to be higher 
than the bulk contact temperature given by Equations (9)-(11), 
because current flow heats the contact [37], [38]. Taking into 
account the high-frequency effect [39], contact temperature can 
be approximated by [25]:  
 

2 22
2 0

04 2contact
T TVT T

L
α +

= + −   (12) 

 

where, T2 is the average temperature over the dimple given by 
Equations (9)-(11), T0 is the ambient temperature on the 
substrate, L is the Lorentz constant (2.45 x 10-8 V2/K2), V=I0Rc 
is the voltage drop over the contact region, Rc is the contact 
resistance,α γ= m cR R , 2  ( )ρ μ= ΩmR a , a is the radius of 
the contact spot, ( ) ( )1 0.83 1 1.33a aγ λ λ= + + , ρ is the gold 
conductivity (3.58 x 10-8Ω− m). 

Equation (12) shows that the contact temperature is mainly 
dependent on the electrical contact resistance (typically 
between 1~2 Ω), rms of RF current, and the dimple size, as the 
dimple size affects the thermal contact resistance. On the other 
hand, the beam shape and dimensions have negligible effect on 
the contact temperature. Our previous work [40] indeed 
confirmed that the increased dimple size decreases the thermal 
resistance, and in turn decreases contact temperature, and vice 
versa. Since contact temperature Tcontact in Equation (12) has to 
lie in the 60~80 ˚C range, only a specific range of rms of RF 
current and dimple size are feasible.  

Definition of design variables 
There are fifteen (15) design variables as follows: 

 

• y1,…, y10: widths of the beam at equally spaced sections 
along the beam length 

• L, t: length and thickness of the beam 
• dl, dw: length and width of the dimple 
• I0: rms RF current 
 

Figure 4s (a) and (b) show the top and side views of the 
switch, respectively, with all the dimensions design variables. 
As shown in Figure 4, the beam is assumed to be symmetric 
with respect to its longitudinal axis, and the length and location 
of the actuation pad determined relative to the beam length L; 
the actuation pad always starts at L/10 and ends at 8L/10 from 
the anchor. 

 
Figure 4: Switch geometry and design variables 
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Definition of design objectives 
We aim at RF-MEMS switch designs with low pull-in 

voltage Vpull-in, short opening time topen, and high power 
handling capability or equivalently the square of rms RF 
current I0. While I0 is also a design variable, it is upper 
bounded since contact temperature Tcontact depends on I0 as 
shown in Equation (12) and Tcontact must lie between 60 and 80 
oC.  However, values of topen and I0

2 cannot be used, as they are, 
as objectives for optimization since they depend on contact 
resistance Rc, a uncontrollable variable that may take any 
values within the given possible range (1.3-1.7 Ω). To achieve 
an optimum design that is insensitive to the variation of Rc, the 
design objectives associated with topen and I0

2 are formulated 
using the signal to noise ratio method [13], [30].  

In the case of opening time, the signal is the value of topen 
at Rc = 1.5 Ω, the median of the possible range, and the noise is 
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of 
topen due to the variation in Rc. In the case of the power handling 
capability, the signal is the value of I0

2, and the noise is the 
difference between the maximum and minimum values of I0

2 
Tcontact due to the variation in Rc. The “noise” of I0

2 is taken as 
the variation of Tcontact since I0

2 does not depend on Rc and the 
variation of Tcontact, which depends on I0 and Rc, needs to be 
minimized. The results of the monotonicity analysis for topen 
and Tcontact show that they vary monotonically with respect to 
Rc. Accordingly, the maximum (1.7) and minimum (1.3) values 
of Rc are used to obtain noise in the opening time and the noise 
contact temperature (Δtopen and ΔT). In summary, the objective 
functions can be written as:  
 

• To be minimized: f1, f2 
• To be maximized: f3 
 

where 
( )1 1 10, , , , ,pull inf V V y y L t−= =    (13) 

2 @ 1.5copen R openf t t== × Δ     (14) 
2
0

3
I

f
T

=
Δ

     (15) 

@ 1.3 @ 1.7c copen open R open Rt t t= =Δ = −    (16) 

@ 1.7 @ 1.3c ccontact contact R contact RT T T= =Δ = −   (17) 

Definition of constraints 
The upper and lower bounds of the beam widths, length 

and thickness are obtained based on the micromachining 
capabilities available. The lower bound on dw and dl is set to be 
equal to 1.1 μm, the skin depth at a typical operational 
frequency of 5 GHz to confine all RF energy without any 
radiation. The pull in voltage is constrained not to exceed 80V, 
and the opening time has an upper bound of 100 μs, which are 
the practical values. Finally, the contact temperature has to stay 
between 60-80oC regardless of the contact resistance value. In 
summary, the constraints can be written as: 

 

1 1010 , , 75y y mμ≤ ≤     (18) 
200 400L mμ≤ ≤     (19) 
0.5 5t mμ≤ ≤      (20) 
0.11 , 10l wd d mμ≤ ≤     (21) 

010 1000I mA≤ ≤     (22) 
80pull inV V− ≤      (23) 

100opent sμ≤      (24) 

@ 1.3 @ 1.760 , 80
c c

o
R RT T C= =≤ ≤    (25) 

Optimization algorithm 
Since the above optimization problem is multi-objective, 

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [15], [16] is 
used to find the trade off among the conflicting design 
objectives. SPEA has several advantageous characteristics over 
the conventional multi-objective genetic algorithm, namely a) 
the non-dominated solutions are sorted externally in a second, 
continuously updated population, b) the individual’s fitness is 
evaluated with respect to the number of external non-
dominated points that dominate it, c) the Pareto dominance 
relationship preserves the population diversity, and d) a 
clustering procedure is used to reduce the non-dominated set 
without destroying its characteristics [15]. Side constraints 
(18)-(22) are embedded in the chromosome encoding of the 
algorithm, while constraints (23)-(25) are handled as penalties 
to respective objective functions. The parameters used in the 
SPEA are summarized in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Parameters for SPEA 
 

Parameter Value 
Population size 100 
Number of generations 120 
External population size 50 
Crossover probability 0.50 
Mutation probability 0.15 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 The resulting Pareto optimal solutions in the objective 

function space are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows it 
in the 3D objective function space, while Figures 6 (a), (b), and 
(c) show its 2D projections with respect to objective 1 and 2, 1 
and 3, and 2 and 3, respectively. 

All Pareto optimal solutions have almost the same values 
for beam length (L = 200 μm), beam thickness (t = 5 μm), 
dimple width (dw = 1.1 μm), and rms RF current (I0 = 53.5 
mA).  As the beam thickness increases, the switch stiffness 
increases; consequently, the switch opening time descreases. 
This can be a reason why the thickness reached the upper 
bound in all the given results. The optimizer also tries to 
maximize the beam width at the actuation pad, this way the 
area affected by the voltage is maximized and so the pull in 
force can be maximized to the same voltage value. The opening 
time is affected by the width of the beam near the anchoring 
point; when the beam width at the anchoring point increases, 
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the pull in voltage increases and the opening time decreases, 
and vice versa.  

 
Figure 5: Pareto Solution in 3D objective function space 

 
The two most promising results denoted as 1 and 8 in 

Figures 5 and 6, are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The red lines 
represent the lines connecting the optimized coordinates of the 
beam (i.e., beam geometry). The figures show only half of the 
beam as the other half is symmetric. Figure 7 shows the design 
with minimum opening time because it has maximum stiffness, 
owing to its wide cross section at the anchoring point. The 
voltage required to pull the switch in is also large to induce the 
large amount of force needed to overcome the switch stiffness. 
On the other hand, Figure 8 shows the design with longer 
opening time, 3 times longer. The switch cross section at the 
anchoring point is slightly less than half the cross section of the 
previous solution. Since the stiffness of the switch is lower, the 
voltage required to pull the switch in is much less. Both designs 
do not have any sharp edges that may cause undesired stress 
concentration and can be easily manufactured.  

The remaining twelve Pareto optimum results that have 
practical opening time and pull in voltage results (<50 μs and < 
35 V, respectively) are shown in appendix A. Although 
experimental validation is yet to be seen, these results suggest 
that there is a substantial room for optimized RF-MEMS 
switches to achieve better performance than the typical values 
reported in the literature: opening time of 50μs-200ms, pull-in 
voltage of 50-80V, and power handling of 20-50mW [20]. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper presented an integrated multi-physics model of 

RF-MEMS cantilever direct contact switches, and the 
optimization of switch geometry using the model. The 
objectives were to minimize pull-in voltage and opening time, 
and to maximize power handling capability. The problem was 
formulated as multi-objective robust optimization such that the 
switch performances are insensitive to the variations of the 
contact resistance that cannot be precisely controlled during 
micromachining process. A multi objective genetic algorithm, 
SPEA, was used to obtain the Pareto optimum solutions that 
exhibit different trade offs among the three objectives.  

The results provided the better understanding of key 
factors contributing to the performances of RF-MEMS 
switches, and the guides and insights for further improvements 
of RF-MEMS switches that exploits complex multi-physics 
phenomena.  

 

 

 
Figure 6: Pareto Solution projected in 2D. (a) power 
handling vs. pull-in voltage, (b) power handling vs. opening 
time, and (c) pull-in voltage vs. opening time 
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Figure 7: Switch geometry (half shown) for minimum 
opening time (Pareto point 1) 
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Figure 8: Switch geometry (half shown) for low pull-in 
voltage (Pareto point 8) 
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APPENDIX A 
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Figure A1: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 2 
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Figure A2: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 3 
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Figure A3: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 4 
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Vpull-in = 30.93 V 
topen = 12.52μs 
Δtopen = 10.55 μs 
Power = 139 mW 
ΔT =   18.36 oC

Vpull-in = 31.26 V 
topen = 15.31 μs 
Δtopen = 12.34 μs 
Power = 143 mW 
ΔT = 18. 79 oC

Vpull-in = 27.71 V 
topen = 18.50 μs 
Δtopen = 14.07 μs 
Power = 143 mW 
ΔT =  18.97 oC

Vpull-in = 29.21 V 
topen = 15.87 μs 
Δtopen = 12.65 μs 
Power = 143 mW 
ΔT = 18.79 oC
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Figure A4: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 5 
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Figure A5: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 6 
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Figure A6: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 7 
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Figure A7: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 9 
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Figure A8: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 10 
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Figure A9: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 11 
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Figure A10: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 12 
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Figure A11: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 13 
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Figure A12: Switch geometry for Pareto Point 14 

 

 

Vpull-in = 24.36 V 
topen = 38.43 μs 
Δtopen = 22.61 μs 
Power = 143 mW 
ΔT = 18.80  oC 

Vpull-in = 27.65 V 
topen = 21.31 μs 
Δtopen = 14.97 μs 
Power = 143 mW 
ΔT =  18.83 oC 

Vpull-in = 29.21 V 
topen = 42.81 μs 
Δtopen = 17.90 μs 
Power = 145 mW 
ΔT = 19.07 oC 

Vpull-in =27.89 V 
topen = 48.89 μs 
Δtopen = 21.16 μs 
Power = 145 mW 
ΔT =  19.07 oC 

Vpull-in = 27.46 V 
topen = 49.00 μs 
Δtopen = 19.30 μs 
Power = 145 mW 
ΔT = 19.00 oC

Vpull-in = 20.73 V 
topen = 49.17 μs 
Δtopen = 27.19 μs 
Power = 140 mW 
ΔT = 18.39 oC 

Vpull-in = 24.08 V 
topen = 45.26 μs 
Δtopen = 24.26 μs 
Power = 140 mW 
ΔT = 18.46 oC 

Vpull-in = 26.37 V 
topen = 30.85 μs 
Δtopen = 19.49 μs 
Power = 142 mW 
ΔT = 18.63 oC 
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